
 

 

 

YEAR 9  Content Skills  Rationale / Link to NC & Specification  

Term 1  
 

Energy 
 
 

RP14 – specific heat 
capacity  
 
MS – algebraic 
manipulation of 
equations to change 
the subject 

At KS3, the ideas of energy transfer are introduced. 
In Y9 we include calculation of energies, efficiencies 
and power. Most of the calculations are 
straightforward and supported by algebraic work 
done in Maths.  
The later part of this theme is energy resources. 
This is very topical and easily linked to news stories 
and data analysis. Overall the Energy topic provides 
an easily differentiated accessible foundation for 
GCSE study.  
 

Term 2 
 

Electricity 
 

RP15 – resistance of 
wire and series and 
parallel circuits 
RP16 – IV 
characteristics 

Students find DC Electricity one of the more 
challenging GCSE topics. In Y9 we can spend a good 
amount of time on the topic and it can be 
supported with lots of practical opportunities. 
Students are also encouraged to use phet 
animation for circuit analysis.  
Despite being theoretically more challenging AC 
current is taught at a much easier level than DC: 
more content based and less application.  
We revisit Electricity in Y11 to consolidate the more 
abstract concepts.  
 

Term 3 
 

Particle 
model of 
matter 
 

RP17 – density 
 
MS – use of units in 
calculations, 
significant figures, 
simple geometry 

‘Particles’ makes a great last topic for Y9. This is 
more straightforward than electricity and with lots 
of practical lessons.  
Students have already studied the Chemistry 
version of this topic in term 2 so confidence levels 
are usually high.  
The introduction of specific latent heats allows a 
deeper understanding of specific heat capacity 
which is introduced during the Energy topic at the 
beginning of the year.  

Physics Department Rationale  
(Combined strand)  

 

Our vision is to support young people to become independent and enthusiastic scientists. 
We want our students to be confident, resilient, problem solvers who are scientifically literate and numerate. 

 
 

 
 

National Curriculum Aims 

 
The national curriculum for biology aims to ensure that all pupils: 

• develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific discipline of biology. 

• develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of biology through different types of biological 
enquiries that help them to answer scientific questions about the world around them 

• are equipped with the biological knowledge required to understand the uses and implications of biology, 
today and for the future. 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 

YEAR 10  
Term 1 

 

Atomic 
structure  

MS – exponential 
decay, using graphs 

We start Y10 with this topic as students enjoy this 
subject matter, despite its challenging nature. 
Discovery of the nucleus has been taught in 
Chemistry and is common content. 
The study of nuclear decay allows more able 
students to work at a level close to A level where 
there is really similar work in Y13. 
 

Terms 2 
and 3 

 

Forces 
Y10 
 

RP18 – Hooke’s Law 
RP19 – effect of 
force and mass on 
acceleration 
 
MS Multistep 
calculations to 
include use of 
square root 

Forces is a long topic and we allow plenty of time 
for it in Y10. There are many maths skills to develop 
but subject content has been started in Y7 – motion 
and Y8 – forces.  
For students considering A level the forces topics 
give a good idea of the feel of A level. Higher 
groups are challenged with multistep problems 
demanding understanding of Newtonian mechanics 
and ideas of momentum. There are also chances to 
develop the work on energy from Y9 by considering 
in more detail how forces can transfer energy 
within systems. 
 

Y10  
Term 3 
 
YEAR 11  
 
Y11 
Term 1 
 

Waves RP20 – Frequency, 
wavelength, speed 
in a ripple tank 
RP21 – IR radiation 
 
MS powers of 10 
notation 
Reciprocals 
 

‘Waves’ is studied towards the end of the 
specification as it does draw on ideas from other 
topics. Students have encountered waves in Y7 and 
Y8, including ideas of reflection and refraction. In 
Y8 there is also some introductory work on the EM 
spectrum.  
Work on EM spectrum also links back to and 
develops work from Y9 energy topic where IR is 
investigated further. We allocate significant 
curriculum time to the waves topic at GCSE as it 
provides a core element of Y12 study.  
 

Y11 
Term 1 

Magnetism 
and electro- 
magnetism  
 

 In the Trilogy specification for double award 
magnets and electromagnets are treated at a 
simple level. This idea of a magnetic field is 
probably the most abstract idea met on the course. 
There are opportunities to link back to the work 
completed in Y9 on electricity and Y10 on EM 
waves. Motors and transformers are included in 
practical work with classes sitting higher papers.  
 

Y11 
Term 1 

Electricity 
consolidation  
 

 Electricity topic from Y9 is revisited to consolidate 
more complex ideas in the DC circuits section. This 
includes more detailed circuit analysis and some 
extra practical skills work. Alongside a review of the 
RPs, students investigate LDRs and complete the 
SHC practical using ammeters and voltmeters to 
measure power/energy. 



 

 

 
 

Y11 
Term 2/3 

Consolidation 
and past 
papers  
 

 The later part of the year is used to formally revisit 
topics from Y9 and Y10. These are taught as lessons 
not as revision. The expectation is that this allows 
time to develop more AO2 and AO3 skills. In 
particular, we devote time for students to practise 
exam style questions and to ensure students can 
work at speed in exam conditions. 


